Abstract
Introduction
At present, the image security becomes a world-wide problem which absorbs a great number of researchers to study the robust and secure image cryptosystems to protect the valuable images from leakage.
The images as on date have become an integral and vital component of any useful data and are widely used in several important applications. like Military Image Database & Message Communication, Confidential Video Conferencing, Medical Imaging System & Telemedicine, Natural Disaster or Catastrophe Alarming Systems, Online Image Identification and Authentication, Reflection Seismology, Electronic Surveillance Systems, Document Imaging, Image 'CAPTCHA', Image Registration, Geographic Information System etc [9] .
Encryption of images is different from that of textual data, as images are intrinsically bulky and have high correlation among pixels and higher redundancy which is difficult to be handled by the traditional encryption schemes. Hence the DES, AES, IDEA, Blowfish, RC6 and RSA etc. do not suite for modern image transmission requirements [10] .
Many researchers have tried to innovate better solutions for secured image transmission. In particular, application of chaos theory in multimedia encryption is one of the important research directions.
The aim of this research is to fix the problem for secured image transmission.
 Asymmetric cryptography doesn't suite for secured transmission of images because  The bulky data  Strong pixel correlation  High redundancy Moreover encryption at the source and decryption at the destination lowers the encryption performance.
Literature Review

Chaos-Based Image Encryption Schemes
Recently, a widely studied example of image encryption is based on chaos theory which is well established, simple but complicated dynamics. The chaos functions are used to describe the nonlinear dynamical systems. Chaos function have several interesting properties, these function are very sensitive to the initial conditions which make its importance in data security method. These functions generate random iterative values, these random iterative values are limited between bounds convergence of the iterative values after any value of iteration can never be seen.
In [7] , symmetric encryption scheme based on 2D chaotic map is proposed. A two or higher dimensional discretized chaotic maps is adopted for pixel permutation together with 1D map for diffusion. The superiorities of such kind of chaos-based approaches are mainly relatively large block size and a high encryption rate.
The encryption method called CKBA (Chaotic Key Based Algorithm) was proposed in [6] . The algorithm first generates a time series based on a chaotic map, and then uses it to create a binary sequence as a key. According to the binary sequence so generated, image pixels are rearranged and then XOR or XNOR operated with the selected key. This method is very simple but has obvious defects in security, as pointed out lately in [14, 15] , this method is very weak to the chosen/known-plain-text attack using only one plain-image, and moreover its security to brute-force attack is also questionable. First, sub-keys are used to encrypt more than one block of plaintext, the key set together with binary sequence can be possibly reconstructed through only one pair of known or chosen plain image and encrypted image. Therefore, it cannot resist the chosen and known plaintext attacks. In addition, its security against brute-force attacks is also overestimated by the author due to the fact that the total key length is not fully utilized in the actual encryption. From such point of view, the secret key should never be discussed in all cases.
Color image encryption based on one-time keys and robust chaotic maps was proposed in [11] . One time key cryptosystem based on two robust chaotic maps is designed. The one time pad is a theoretically unbreakable symmetric encryption cipher and true random number generation is much safer than pseudo-random number generator. The proposed cryptosystem has higher security due to an extremely large key space and proposed algorithm combines good confusion and diffusion properties.
The analysis of nonlinear chaotic algorithm (NCA) map and a no. of attacks were proposed in [4] . The weaknesses of image encryption algorithm based on chaotic map describe on the basis of statistical and plain text attacks. Image encryption scheme based on 3D baker with dynamical compound chaotic sequence cipher generator was proposed in [17] . Divide dynamic block of 3D baker map by using compound chaotic map, and compare with 2D baker map. The 3D baker scheme is 2-3 time faster of 2D baker map [17] . The proposed scheme used in real-time secured image transmission.
The cryptanalysis of an image encryption scheme based on a compound chaotic sequence was proposed in [1] . This work combines the confusion/diffusion in single unit for image encryption. Permutation and diffusion are two separate and iterative stages, and they both require scanning the image in order to obtain the pixel values in fastest way.
Here use the spatio-temporal chaos will be used for fastest image encryption because the period of this chaos is found much longer than that of temporal chaotic maps so that the periodicity problem is practically avoided. The algorithm extracts the pseudo-random numbers directly from the each iteration of the spatial chaos and masks the image data from the first one to the last one, then from the last one to the first one.
The two-dimensional map is proposed in [2] . It is a process of stretch-and-fold. Firstly a square image is divide two parts according diagonal. Secondly each part of image is stretch respectively and joins a line. Lastly the line is fold over to a new square image of same size. The map divides into the left map and the right map. The process shuffles the positions of image pixels. Comparing the prevalent two-dimensional map, cat map and baker map, the new map has simple formulation, big keys space which is fit for image encryption but take larger encryption time. An image encryption scheme based on the map is developed. The numbers of the left map and the right map are used as the key. The de-ciphering process is opposite using the same keys. The results of simulation show that it can be used in real-time image encryption applications.
The efficient chaos based feedback stream cipher for image cryptosystems was proposed in [5] . The proposed stream cipher is based on the use of a chaotic logistic map and an external secret key of 256-bit. The initial conditions for the chaotic logistic map are derived using the external secret key by providing weight-age to its bits corresponding to their position in the key. These proposed features are verified to provide high security level. A complete specification for the proposed ECBFSC is given. Several test images are used for inspecting the validity of the proposed ECBFSC.
According to [12] , firstly, chaotic 3D permutation is meaningless if homogenous plain images with identical pixel values are encrypted. In this case, security of the scheme relies merely on a simple diffusion process. Moreover, if a pixel value in the plain images is 0, then the underlying diffusion operation is also useless. As a result, a key recovery attacks is proposed in such a way that recovers the initial condition of logistic maps according to the gray code. Apparently, the encryption of homogenous plain image is an arbitrarily insufficient issue. However, in [3] , this leads to the problem that the scheme is eventually broken with chosen plaintext attacks discussed.
Guan et al. employed the 2D chaotic cat map [19] while Lian et al. employed the 2D standard map [13] for their cryptographic implementation. Fridrich's framework adopts 2D permutation together with simple diffusion process. In 2004, some of mostly used 2D chaotic maps have also been spatially extended to higher dimensional version such as 3D cat map [3] , baker map [18] and standard map [13] .
The work [8] , proposes a new image encryption algorithm using a large pseudorandom permutation which is combinatorial generated from small permutation matrices based on chaotic maps. The random-like nature of chaos is effectively spread into encrypted images by using the permutation matrix. The proposed encryption scheme provides comparable security with that of the conventional image encryption schemes based on baker map or logistic map.
The paper [16] , performs a quantitative cryptanalysis on the performance of these kind of ciphers against plaintext attacks.
Proposed Block based Image Encryption
The Proposed scheme shows efficient image encryption algorithm using 2D chaotic map. The explanation is presenting below in three parts. First we explain how security key is used for finding the initial condition, Secondly the Algorithm and last the procedure used in algorithm for confusion and diffusion.
Methodology
In this work, we are presenting a new method for image encryption based on 2D logistic map with complicate basin structure and attractor and having more complex chaotic behaviour than one dimensional chaotic map. The 2D Logistic standard equation
is the pair-wise point at the i th iteration and is the system parameter. The equation provides random numbers based on the value of .When lies between (1, 1.11), the attractive focus becomes repulsive and oscillations appears.
 When lies between (1.11, 1.19), it act as a cyclic chaotic behaviours.  When > 1.19, the system becomes unstable The map act as a pseudo random number generator when at = 0, ( , 0 , 0 ) are both known.
In this work a block based symmetric encryption method is used i.e key is same for both the cases either in Encryption phase or in Decryption phase. For diffusing the correlation among pixels first image is divided into blocks then apply the Algorithm over it, so it will shuffle the pixels of each black to make good cryptosystem.
Key Convenience
The key used in this approach is of 256 bit. It's depend on us weather we want to fix the keys or generate the keys randomly at each encryption process. For decryption the key will be same as in encryption process.
One of the most important factors about the key is its length, as the key is the part of the algorithm which is shared between Sender and Receivers. The more the length of the key more it will provide the security to the algorithm. Since the key length in our algorithm is of 256 bit which makes the algorithm better and harder to cryptanalysis.
The key used here is divided into the five parts i.e. 
STEP 7:
Repeat the step 6 up to M by changing the key which is used previously for block (1, 2, 3 and 4). i.e where key k1 used then used key k2 and if key k2 then k1.
This will return a Cipher-text image (C) with high sensitivity and having correlation near to zero. It will be require that the Cipher image will not contain any relation among the pixels value by the plain image. This can be check by applying certain security checks over the image.
Procedure for block Based Image Encryption Using 2-D Logistic Map
The Procedure is applied over all the four blocks. Let P represent the block1 = 1( 1). Now each 256x256 block is internally divide as 4x4 block. 1,2) 
is random image generated by 2D logistic map using eq. 18 and Return this 1 image matrix to step 6 of Algorithm 1, which is a partially encrypted image. In our proposed method we are encrypting the block by using different key which make our algorithm sensitive and difficult to cryptanalysis.
Result and Performance Analysis
Statistical Analysis
An ideal cryptosystem should be resistive against any statistical attack. To prove the robustness of our algorithm, we have performed statistical analysis by calculating the histograms in the plain image as well as in the cipher image.
Histogram Analysis:
To prevent the leakage of information, it is necessary for the cipher image to bear no statistical similarity to the plain image. An image-histogram describes how the image-pixels are distributed by plotting the number of pixels at each intensity level. The histograms present the statistical characteristics of an image. If the histograms of the encrypted image are similar to the random image, the encryption algorithm has good performance. An attacker finds it difficult to extract the pixels statistical nature of the plain image from the cipher image and the algorithm can resist a chosen plain text or known plain text attacks. Histograms reveal the fact that the random numbers generated from the chaotic map are uniformly distributed. We have shown and analyzed the histograms of the encrypted images along with the original image that have widely different contents. 
Correlation Analysis:
The correlation between two vertically adjacent pixels, two horizontally adjacent pixels and two diagonally adjacent pixels in plain. Image/cipher image are calculated by using the following two formulas:
Where x and y are the values of two adjacent pixels in the image. In numerical computations, the following discrete formulas were used:
The correlation coefficient between original and cipher image of horizontal, vertically and diagonally is shown in Table ( 1) . If the correlation of the encrypted image are nearest to zero then it inform good encryption quality. 
Key Sensitivity Analysis
A secure cipher should be sensitive to the encryption key. Such sensitivity is commonly addressed with respect to two aspects:
 Encryption: how different are two Cipher-text image C 1 and C 2 with respect to the same plaintext image using two encryption keys K 1 and K 2 , which are different only in one bit.  Decryption: how different are two decrypted image D 1 and D 2 with respect to the same cipher-text image using two encryption keys K 1 and K 2 , which are different only in one bit. 
Differential Analysis Test:
In general, a desirable characteristic of an encrypted image is being sensitive to the little changes in a plain image (e.g. modifying only one pixel). Adversary can create a small change in the input image to observe changes in the result. By this method, the meaningful relationship between original image and cipher image can be found. If one little change in the plain-image can cause a significant change in the cipher-image, with respect to diffusion and confusion, then the differential attack actually loses its efficiency and becomes almost useless.
The NPCR (Noise Pixel Change Ratio) measures the percentage of the number of different pixels to the total number of pixels in these two images. UACI (Unified Average Change Intensity) measures the average intensity of differences between the two images. The higher the values of NPCR and UACI are, the better the encryption. Consider two cipher-images, C1 and C2, whose corresponding plain-images have only one pixel difference.
The NPCR of these two images is defined in 
( ) Experimentally measured value of NPCR is 99.63% and UACI is 33% for Road image. This result indicates that small change in plain image creates significant changes in the ciphered images, so the proposed algorithm is highly resistive against differential attack. Test is applied to check the plain-text sensitivity on the rohitimage.tif, gray21.512.tiff and testpat.1k.tiff in which the pixel difference is shown by changing randomly 1 pixel of Plain image. 
Information Entropy Analysis:
It is well known that the entropy H (m) of a message source m can be measured by
Where M is the total number of symbols ∈ ; ( ) represents the probability of occurrence of symbol and log denotes the base 2 logarithm so that the entropy is expressed in bits. For a random source emitting 256 symbols, its entropy is ( ) = 8 . for the different cipher-image, the corresponding entropies should be nearest 7.8 to 8.0. This means that the cipher-images are close to a random source and the proposed algorithm is secure against the entropy attack.
Here we check the entropy by encrypting first by taking the normal image i.e rohitimage.tif whose entropy is 7.0596 then we reduce its entropy up to 2.3851 and 3.7448 by shifting its histogram, as shown in figure 11 & 12 and table 4we analysis that our approach will also able to encrypt a low entropy image into higher entropy image having random information content. Hence this will pass the entropy test. 
Conclusion
In this research, we proposed an image encryption algorithm using chaos mapping and we showed that this algorithm could hide the original image through simple permutation of the pixels location as well as transformation of the gray scale value through Boolean XOR operation. To make the cipher more robust against any attack, the secret key is exchange after encrypting each blocks of the image. We have carried out statistical analysis, key sensitivity analysis, keyspace analysis and entropy test analysis to demonstrate the security of the new image encryption procedure. Finally, we conclude with the remark that the proposed method is expected to be useful for real time image encryption and transmission applications.
